What is Ice conversion? and Why
Terraplas?
Ice conversion Covers
In today’s Worldwide economy, ice arenas need to use their venues for non-ice events to
generate additional revenue.
Imagine what revenue levels could be achieved if in-between ice sessions your facility could host:

Concerts …..

Indoor Football….

Religious Gatherings/Conferences ….. Tradeshows…..

Large Scale Dinners….

Wrestling Matches….

Basketball…. or gain extra seating for smaller ice shows

Why terracover-ICE® is superior to all other products.
The use of a terracover-ICE® conversion cover allows a multitude of events to take place, without
removing the ice!
This provides the ability for the fastest possible conversions, from ice pad, to non-ice event and
back again, meaning far less costs incurred!
terracover-ICE® has been designed to fulfill the following
exacting criteria
 The best insulation of any system available
 Speed and ease of install and removal
 No specialised equipment needed
 Long lifespan
 Bears the weight of forklift trucks/cherry-pickers
 Interlocking system with no gaps
 Minimum shrinkage
 Easy to clean and store
 Good looks
 Reasonable price

The unique approach of Terraplas in product development is based on using the finest
quality materials to achieve the most beneficial conditions for ice conversion covers.
Easy Handling
terracover-ICE® is designed for ice arenas who wish to be truly multi-functional - ice hockey one
day, basketball the next, and a concert, trade show or exhibition the day after that.
terracover-ICE® is light, easy to handle and quick to fit without any specialized equipment.
How long does it take to transform an ice arena into a concert hall or exhibition centre? If you're
using terracover-ICE®, installing or removing takes only an hour and a half!
Stronger and Faster
terracover-ICE® is supplied in solid panels, 2 metres x 2 metres x 35mm (6ft 7ins x 6ft 7ins x 1.25ins)
and each 4 square metre (43 square feet) panel locks to its adjacent panel by means of 8
camlocks, which take fractions of a second to lock and unlock. All panels overlap to provide one
continuous flat floor. Being solid (i.e. not in "rolls") and interlocking means that the system is
tremendously strong, so it can easily withstand the weight of a fully loaded fork-lift (with pneumatic
tires) carrying chair pallets, thus ensuring the fastest set-up and breakdowns.

Safety
Safety is of paramount importance when large crowds are involved and terracover-ICE® is the
safest of all ice covers. The solid, totally interlocked floor ensures that there are no tripping hazards,
and the top surface has an integral non-slip pattern in the form of raised chevrons.
Insulation
terracover-ICE® is a unique, patented design which offers the very best in thermal insulation being
filled with foamed polyurethane and because the top surfaces overlap there are no gaps
between the tiles to let the cold through or melt the ice.
The finest insulation……..

Even with bare feet ……
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